INTRODUCTION
Chain Reactors Super TrailsTM is an express game were falling avatars can form
winning combinations. The game features 3 bonus rounds and 10 fun avatars that create
action-filled excitement.

OBJECT OF THE GAME
Obtain a winning cluster, that is, at least 5 identical avatars connected either horizontally
and/or vertically.

BETTING LIMITS
Minimum bet: 20¢
Maximum bet: $25.00

HOW TO BET





Choose your bet by clicking on the up and down arrows located at the right of the
STAKE box, until you have reached the desired amount, staying within the
indicated minimum and maximum limits.
The amount bet will be shown in the STAKE box at the bottom left corner of the
screen.
Click on the PAYTABLE button to view the paytable, which shows the potential
winnings depending on the avatar appearing in a winning cluster and on how
many identical avatars are obtained in a winning cluster.

WINNING CLUSTER
A winning cluster is made up of at least 5 identical avatars connected either horizontally
and/or vertically.
Here are examples of winning clusters:

Identical avatars which are connected diagonally do not form winning clusters.

HOW TO PLAY



Click on PLAY to start the game.
The avatars will drop down the game board. When the avatar drop stops, if the
game board displays at least one cluster of 5 or more identical avatars connected
either horizontally or vertically, you win the corresponding payment as described
in the PAYTABLE.

Example:

A 8-avatar cluster.

The avatars in the
cluster disappear,
leaving free spaces.

Avatars that are
New avatars fall into
already in the board
the remaining free
fall into the free
spaces.
spaces.



The game ends when no more winning clusters are obtained.



and
are not available during regular game play; they only appear during
the Free Falls bonus round.
Highest win only paid for each winning cluster.
Any winning clusters, and the corresponding winnings, will be displayed on the
right-hand side of the game window. All winnings obtained will be paid to your
Espacejeux account.
Malfunction voids all pays and plays.






BOMB BONUS ROUND
















If you obtain a winning
Boom cluster in a regular game, a level in the Bomb
trail at the left-hand side of the screen will light up. However, you can only
advance one level per game, regardless of the number of winning
Boom
clusters obtained in that game.
Levels you have lit up in previous games are carried over from one game to the
next.
When the Bomb trail is filled to the maximum, that is, when you have lit up all 10
levels, the Bomb bonus round is activated.
2 bombs drop into the game board and are caught by the avatars already in place.
Some avatars pass the bombs on to another avatar. Each bomb can make up to 8
avatars explode.
Once all the bombs have fallen, they explode and make the avatars that caught
them disappear. You are awarded a prize for each of the destroyed avatars, as
described below.
Avatars that fall into the empty spaces left by the exploded symbols do not
contribute to free falls.
The payout value for the avatars that explode is multiplied by the average stake of
the games played to fill the trail, which triggers the Bomb bonus round (and not
the stake for the current game). This average stake appears at the bottom of Bomb
trail.
Payout values for avatars that explode during the Bomb bonus round are as
follows:
-

X3

-

X2

-

X1

-

X0.75

-

X0.5

-

X0.3

-

X0.2

X0.1
Any winnings you get during the Bomb bonus round are immediately paid to your
Espacejeux account.

FLAME BONUS ROUND














If you obtain a winning
Fira cluster in a regular game, a level in the Flame
trail at the left-hand side of the screen will light up. However, you can only
advance one level per game, regardless of the number of Flame clusters obtained
in that game.
Levels you have lit up in previous games are carried over from one game to the
next.
When the Flame trail is filled to the maximum, that is, when you have lit up all 10
levels, the Flame bonus round is activated.
A dragon enters and moves around the game board, eating avatars at random as it
passes over them. 20 avatars are destroyed by the dragon. You are awarded a
prize for each of the destroyed avatars, as described below.
Avatars that fall into the empty spaces left by destroyed symbols do not contribute
to free falls.
The payout value for the destroyed avatars is multiplied by the average stake of
the games played to fill the trail, which triggers the Flame bonus round (and not
the stake for the current game). This average stake appears at the bottom of Flame
trail.
Payout values for avatars that are eaten during the Flame bonus round are as
follows:
-

X4

-

X2

-

X1.5

-

X1

-

X0.75

-

X0.4

-

X0.2

X0.1
Any winnings you get during the Flame bonus round are immediately paid to your
Espacejeux account.

FREE FALLS BONUS ROUND




Any winning clusters you obtain in a game are shown on the right-hand part of
the screen.
If you get 7 or more winning clusters in a single game, the Free Falls bonus round
is triggered, and awards 15 free games.
Free Falls can be triggered during the Bomb and Flame bonus rounds and during
the Free Falls Bonus Round.



and

avatars are not available during free

falls. They are replaced with
and
, which award payouts as described in
the PAYTABLE.
More than one progressive jackpot can be won during a Free Falls Bonus Round.

PROGRESSIVE JACKPOT









A progressive jackpot is a prize that increases with each eligible bet made by
players in Real Play Chain Reactors Super Trails games, until it is won, at which
point it is reset to its minimum amount, i.e. $2000.00.
A minimum bet of $1.00 is required to become eligible for the progressive
jackpot.
To win the progressive jackpot, the player must obtain a cluster of at least 30
.
If the player’s bet is equal or greater to the minimum stake needed to be eligible
for the progressive jackpot, 3% of this stake is collected and added to the
progressive jackpot.
No more than one jackpot can be won per game.
The probability of winning a progressive jackpot is independent from the player’s
contribution to the jackpot.

RETURN TO PLAYERS
This game has theoretical return to players of 91.59% to 94.68%, depending on the
player’s bet.

